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DEBT COLLECTION ENVELOPES (PART TWO)

Fig. 7

DAVID WHITWORTH

Fig. 8

(Continued from P. 100 Dec. 2012).Only nine months later, an envelope with a print run No. 1550. – V.
27. has a completely new format for the front of the envelope (Fig. 7 above). The title ‘Einzugsauftrag’
‘Recouvrement’ ‘Riscossione’ is now shown on three separate lines, with the authority ‘Schweiz.
Postverwaltung. – Postes suisses – Poste svizzere’ printed on one line above. The space for postage
stamps is narrowed and elongated; the text is as before; in German it reads ‘Frankomarken’, ‘Taxe für
eingeschriebene Brief dazu eine Einzugtaxe von 20 Rp’. The text for the arrival number at the bottom of
the envelope is on a single line. The reverse has also been completely revised, the instructions for
presentation to the claims court are reduced to six lines, and the space for an additional postage stamp
to pay for a second presentation is moved to the middle of the envelope, together with lines confirming
payment, or non payment and return of the envelope. Above this there is a line for the date of payment,
with a space for the postman’s signature. Beneath this there is a line with the text ‘Frist verlangt den’ and
‘Délai demandé’ (deadline requested?) on the first presentation, below this there is a date line for a
second presentation, below again is a date line for refusal to pay. All these date lines are followed with a
line for the postman’s signature, or the debtor’s in the case of refusal to pay.
A year later with No. 1550. – VII. 28., the text in the space for the postage stamps simply reads ‘Hier
frankaturen, Affranchissement, Affrancasione’. The space on the front, for the value being claimed, now
has diagonal shading to the right, instead of horizontal lines. On the reverse the details for the various
remarks relating to payment and presentation are grouped together for one signature by the postman,
with a space for the debtor’s signature in the case of refusal to pay. The space for an additional payment
for second presentation is narrowed and the text is simply ‘Gebühr, Droit, Diritto 20 ct.’. The lines
confirming payment remain, but there is only one line for confirmation of non payment, the line
confirming return has been removed.
I have no examples after 1928 until No. 1550. – III. 30. 2,500,000. – Format C6 (114 x 162)., Now, in the
space for the value being claimed, the background has diagonal lines of shading to the left! Also the line
for insertion of the date above this is now 19… instead of 192... Further changes were made a year later
with a print run No. 1550. – VII. 31. – Format C6 (114 x 162) (see Fig. 8 above),
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the number of envelopes printed is no longer recorded and in addition to a line for an arrival number,
there is a circle provided on the front for an arrival date stamp.The next printing year I have is from 1934,
the print run is No 1550. – I. – 34. – Format C 6 (114 x 162)., the cell provided on the front of the
envelope for an arrival date stamp has rearranged text, also there is now only one line on the front for
confirmation of payment; ‘Erledigt mit Einzahlung’ – ‘Réglé par versement’ – ‘Liquidata con versemento’.
Of all the envelopes in my possession this is one of only two which appears to have been
successful, payment having been confirmed on this line (Fig. 9 below). The Italian wording for the
account number has been simplified to ‘Conto-chèques postali’, the word ‘di’ is omitted (see above VIII –
26.) The wording concerning the disposition of the envelope (Protest in court) has been rearranged on
four lines, with two lines provided for protesting non payment. There is no provision for a date of claim on
the front of the envelope and No in the print run is no longer followed with a full stop. Searching for a
change on an envelope with the print run No 1550. – I. – 36. (no full stop again see above), I could find
only one letter changed, the value for Ct. has been altered to C. A print run No 1550. – XII. – 37. is
similar, however the font size for the wording above the address lines is smaller, and the font has been
altered for the wording used for the account number, ‘Compte de chèques postaux’, also for the wording
on the reverse.

Fig. 9

Fig. 10

The next envelope I have has the print run P 1550. – VII. 42. – Format C6 (162 x 114). The reference
number is now P 1550, other features appear unaltered on the front, however on the reverse a date line
has been reintroduced for a deadline requested, this reads ‘Vorgewiesen u. Frist verlangt am, Présenté
et délai demandé le, etc. A print run from 1945, P 1550. – III. 45. is the same in all respects other than
the font used; this is now in a more Roman style.
On an envelope with a print run P 1550. – III. 47. – Format C6 (162 x 114) (Fig. 10 above) the title
words ‘Einzugsauftrag’ ‘Recouvrement’ ‘Riscossione’ are arranged in straight vertical alignment on
three separate lines. A print run from 1949 reads P 1550. – X. 49. – C6 (162 x114), the word Format
having been omitted. The wording beneath the address is in fine lettering, as is the wording for
acknowledging payment, (‘Erledigt mit Einzahlung’). I can find no changes made in print runs from 1951,
1953, and 1955, P 1550. – IX. 51., P 1550. – III. 53., and P 1550. – VIII. 55.
In 1957, in the print run P 1550. – VI. 57. there was a new title for the authority at the top of the
envelope, PTT – Verwaltung – Administration des PTT – Amministrazione PTT. Two years later,
although the envelope has the same text and layout, it has a different reference number in the print run,
it is now PTT 128.30 (1550) III 59 C6. (Fig. 11 on the next page). Two years later a new title appears
with a changed print run reference number, the new title is PTT – Betriebe – Enterprise des PTT –
Azienda PTT and the print run, with the new addition of Qu 60 becomes PTT 415.07 (1550) X 61 C6
Qu 60. On a later envelope with the print run PTT 415.07 X 63 C6 Qu 60 the reference number 1550 is
no longer used, this number was used for all the envelopes from 1875! On a later envelope with the print
run PTT 415.07 III 66 C6 Qu 60 a space has been made on the last line of the address for the PLZ,
NPA, number. Finally on an envelope from 1967, the print run is PTT 415.07 X 67 900,000 C6 Qu 60
(Fig.12 on the next page). The number of envelopes printed has been reintroduced in the print run. On
the reverse there is no longer a line on the right hand side for the date of presentation.
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Fig. 12

I have no envelopes with a print run later than 1967 and there are several gaps between 1891 and 1967.
I am on the look out for these. It would be nice to know if any were printed in the final year of their use in
1972.
WHY I COLLECT SWISS STAMPS

NORMAN THOMPSON

In the September 2012 edition of the Newsletter, the Editor suggested that articles on “Why I began and
continue to collect Swiss stamps” might be interesting. As one of the very few of the original members
(No. 7), perhaps the only one, I thought that I would start the ball rolling.
When I was a very small boy, I started collecting stamps from anywhere. I also collected cigarette card
sets and other things. My parents took me to Switzerland before the war for a holiday around Lake
Lucerne. One of our trips was up Pilatus by the mountain railway. It was a lovely day and the view of the
Alps was stunning. As Alexander Pope said: “The increasing prospect tires our wandering eyes
Hills peep o'er hills, and Alps on Alps arise.”
This fired in me a desire to climb some of these snow-capped mountains when I was older. I volunteered
for aircrew in the R.A.F. But they wouldn't take me until I was 18, so I did a year of my degree at
Manchester University before going. While I was there I joined the Helvetia Philatelic Society, I think in
1943/44. E.H.Hamilton ran the local group and I have still got the gauge he had made for the width of
the 'wide cross', which he gave to me. He had cut it out of a postcard and used it in his lecture on the
Standing Helvetia. I was attracted to the Pro Juventute flower stamps of that period and started my
collection with these.
After I came out of the R.A.F. I went back to Switzerland and started climbing some of the Alps that I had
seen from Pilatus. On my way up to the climbs, I looked for the flowers that I had seen on the Pro
Juventute stamps. I solved that when my climbing days were over, I would go looking for and
photographing them on the lower Alps. So I joined the Alpine Garden Society in later years, and have
had many holidays looking for and photographing the high Alpine flowers. My wife wasn't keen on
climbing, so we started ski-ing in 1951, and ski-ed every year until 2007 when I was 81.
I have collected Swiss stamps over all those years, and have a virtually complete collection of used and
unused stamps up to 1980, when I stopped collecting the new issues. I thought that the Post Office was
issuing too many stamps just to obtain money from collectors (our own Post Office is much worse). I
don't have the unused stamps of the Cantonal, Strubels and quite a few of the Standing Helvetia. I am
also missing the 'Zürich 4' and the 'Geneva Double Eagle' used.
I have had many happy hours over the years with my stamps. Whenever there is a bad spell of weather,
or I want something to do, I get my stamps out as there is always something to work on.
Thankyou Norman. Are there any other Members out there prepared to reminisce on their first stirrings
of interest in Swiss philately ? (Editor)
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January 2013
BOB MEDLAND

As an additional tool to help you decipher the significance of the various cancellations on covers in your
colection, Bob has produced the illustration below. Part 3 of his article will appear next month. (Editor)
The registered cover illustrated below from 1891 displays a bewildering variety of hand-stamps,
cancellations and markings. The purpose of all these can be interpreted so as to understand the postal
process from acceptance to delivery – see annotations.
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GOOD TO KNOW ! BY WERNER GATTIKER
Grilled Paper (1933 – 40)
The Helvetia – Tellboy – Tell and Shield Definitives (also contemporary Airmails, Postage Dues and
others) appear from 1932 onwards on GRILLED PAPER (see previous notes on grilled gum vs. grilled
paper) to help avoid curling of stamp sheets. The grill was a device to gently break up the gum surface
of stamp sheets by impressing a pattern of horizontal and vertical indentations. There are about seven or
eight pin impressions per 5 mm in horizontal and in vertical direction, but there can be some
irregularities, and on some stamps the impression is weaker than on others with only some of the pins
showing. These require a good magnifying glass to see the grill. If you find difficulties in detecting the
grill pattern, examine your stamps where you have light source from one single direction only, then hold
your stamp upside down at a very shallow angle towards the light source and the indentations create
minute shadows, allowing them to be seen. Alternatively, use a x5 or x10 (no stronger) magnifier which
will make the grilling show up clearly. Some mint stamps which have a crackly gum (usually showing in a
diagonal pattern) can be difficult to tell, and I have no easy answer other than careful examination under
a good magnifier.
There are, however, other indicators for certain of the grilled paper stamps, notably the fact that the PTT
switched from unsurfaced to chalky paper at the same time as introducing the grilling for a number of
stamps. Stamps printed on chalky paper tend to be lighter and brighter than their counterparts on
unsurfaced paper, noticeable particularly on the four Shield stamps and the 2f. airmail stamp. The
second indicator is the date of usage, so postmark dates are often very helpful.
TYPE

Helvetia with
Sword
Tell Boy
William Tell

Shield
Airmails

Pro Juventute
1940
National Fete
1938
Pro Patria
1936
Postage Dues
1924
Franchise
1927

VALUES

GRILL FIRST ISSUED

35c, 40c, 50c,
60c, 80c, 1f
70c
3c blue, 5c
deep-green
20c carm., 30c

1933

15c brn, 25c
brn, 10c viol.
90c, 1f.20,
1f.50, 2f
35c+40c wing, 1
franc
25c
50c, 2 franc

1933

1934
1933

PAPER
Chalky

1933/34

Chalky
Unsurfaced
(granite toned)
Unsurfaced
(granite toned)
Unsurfaced
(granite toned)
Chalky

1933

Chalky

1934
1935

Chalky
Chalky

65c, 75c
20c, 45c
5c

1936
1937
1940 only on “1818” misprint

Chalky
Chalky
Unsurfaced

10 c

1938

Chalky

10c, 20c, 30c

1936 (ex. Min.
Sheet)

Chalky

5c, 10c. 20c.,
25c
10c

1934

Chalky

1934

Chalky

1932

NOTES

Noticeably
paler colours

50c greenish,
2f paler
Extremely
rare
Non-grill also
Chalky P.
Normal
stamps =
non-grill.
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I have included the little-known Pro Juventute 1940 “1818” misprint, which is, however extremely rare –
only a handful of copies are known. The normal “1819” version exists with horizontally striped gum
(normal) and smooth gum (scarce), but NOT with grilled gum. There are other grilled stamps but, where
that is the only version existing, I have not mentioned them. By extension, a number of overprinted
Officials and International Offices stamps also exist on both ordinary and grilled papers.
The duality of papers also continues into the 1936 Landscape Definitives, where there is normally no
problem in distinguishing the papers, and into the 1938 Postage Dues which will be dealt with in another
“Good to Know !”.
REGIONAL MEETING DATES
Northern Region - Saturday 12th January 2013 'Members' Choice' ; Saturday 2nd February 'Official Mail' –
Bob Medland. All meetings will take place at Corporation Mill, Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire commencing at
2.00.pm. Further details of these and future meetings from David Hope Tel. 0161 303 0091.
Southern Region - Saturday 23rd February 2013 'Cinderellas' – All Members ; Saturday 8th June
'Disinfection of Mail' – guest speaker V. Denis Vandervelde. Another topic will be chosen for the
afternoon session for all members to participate in. Saturday 5th October 'The Swiss Postal Coach
Service' – David Hope. A good attendance would be very welcome, particularly as we have a guest
speakers at two of these events. All meetings will take place at the Cricketfield House Hotel, Wilton
Road, Salisbury, Wiltshire commencing at 10.30.am. Further details from Fred Hoadley Tel. 01403
711987.
REGIONAL MEETING REPORTS
Northern Region – November
'The Jungfrau Railway' was the subject of Tony Hoyle's presentation to the November meeting of the
Northern Group. Tony began by saying that he first visited the Jungfraujoch in 1954 and altogether over
the years he had made 14 visits seeing how the place had changed over that period. He mentioned the
building of the first Berghaus in 1924, its burning down in 1972, re-opening in 1975 and its replacement
in 1987 by the new centre 'Top of Europe'. He said there had been various ideas for a railway to the
Jungfrau but a Zürich businessman, Zeller-Guyer, had seen that the best way was a tunnel through the
Eiger and Mönch ending at the Jungfraujoch. Tony illustrated his talk with postcards, photos, station
cancels, publicity cancels and anniversary cancels as well as postal stationery cards. Places along the
route were Wengen, Wengernalp and Kleine Scheidegg. There were a variety of cards and cancels from
Eigergletscher, Rotstock, Eigerwand, Eismeer and Jungfraujoch. Tony said that the railway is to be
extended towards the Jungfrau to provide a new viewing point. He was thanked for a very interesting
and informative presentation by chairman, Phil Vaughan.
Northern Region - December
As Neville Nelder was unable to give his presentation the January subject of 'Swiss Mail to Britain' was
moved to December. As usual with this sort of subject a variety of items were shown by six members.
Phil Vaughan showed various definitives used for letter rate, registered, express, airmail and packet
post. David Hope showed mail posted on lake steamers with various cachets applied, Frama labels from
the first issues, a 1948 cover with 50c airmail with the missing roof variety and a postcard sent on the 8th
May 1945 expressing relief that the war was over (censored twice for some reason!). David Whitworth
showed a range of covers with the small landscape definitives and then 1949 definitives alone and
combined with later definitives. One cover was addressed to the Queen when Duchess of Edinburgh
(who liberated that cover?). David Colman showed se-tenant combinations from the 1953 Pro Juventute
issue, Atlas Stamp Company covers with various combinations of tête-bêche landscape definitives and
multiples of the 1939 Exhibition second issue on an express cover. Norton Wragg showed postcards
with various 10c definitives along with a selection of Pro Juventute and Pro Patria franked covers. Finally
Ian Gilchrist showed two covers with mainly Tell Boy definitives making up the postage and also a cover
sent by the Swiss PTT with a postage due mark!
RAIL HIGHLIGHTS
I hope you all managed to see Part 4 of Michael Portillo's series 'Great Continental Railway Journeys' on
the BBC. It highlighted the Swiss Railway network taking in the "Spanisch Brötli-Bahn", Jungfrau and
Rhaetian railways amongst others. If you missed it I would encourage you to catch it if you can – some
beautiful photography generally in reasonable weather conditions (Editor).
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BOB MEDLAND

Having recently accepted the role of librarian for the society, I have been impressed by the abundance of
literature – journals and magazines - that our society receives from other organisations. I will endeavour
to provide concise summaries of articles within this literature on a regular basis for the Newsletter. All
items are available for borrowing by members. One of my first tasks is to ascertain the position regarding
copyright from the various organisations, i.e. if they are willing to allow me to photocopy or scan/email
extracts from their publications on a moderate or restricted basis.
Allowing for the handover period and summer ‘recess’, what follows is a summary of items received over
the last three months. Letters in brackets after publications indicate the language in which written: D =
Dutch; English; F = French; G = German.
Berner Breifmarken Zeitung / Journal philatélique de Berne (E and/or G)
June/July - ‘En feuilletant le Güller’ - fake Lausanne cds on granite ‘Sitting Helvetias’; 150th anniversary
of TPOs (part 7).
July/Aug - Flowers on stamps; 150th anniversary of TPOs (pt 8 - final); varieties of CEPT 50c stamp.
Sep. 1881 ‘Cross & Numeral’ colour trial sheet; C16th postal messengers from Basel/Mulhouse (part 1).
Jungfraupost (journal of Dutch Studiegroep Zwitserland) (D)
September. Two 1869 covers with various marks to Scotland; a fine 20 page article on ‘Nach Abgang der
Post’ (Too late for the Post) – many illustrations of mid C19th covers with hand-stamps.
Philatelic Literature Review (journal of the American Philatelic Research Library) (E)
2nd Quarter.New additions to this huge library in the US include a 1972 working draft of ‘Perfins of
Switzerland: and album-catalogue’ by Felix Ganz. 3rd Quarter. Among many additions is a 16 page
presentation of Roger Heath’s exhibit ‘Razor Cancels of Switzerland’.
Der Poststempelsammler / le Collectionneur d’Empreintes Postales (journal of the Swiss Postmark
Collectors Society) (SVPS) (G)
2/2012 Geneva MPOs & cancellers; Geneva reunification cancels; matrix labels; coil stamps/perfins (1);
1901 Basel Ausstellung cds (1); Liechtenstein etiquettes.
3/2012 Basel Ausstellung cds (2); train ticket date-press manufactured by Güller; ‘Retour’ handstamp
with arrow, from Chur; Geneva razorblade cds; coil stamps/perfins (2).
Swiss Express (magazine of the Swiss Railways Society) (E)
111 (Sept. 12) Amongst general railway articles in this superbly illustrated colour magazine is a section
on stamps: in this issue, about the Stanserhornbahn commemorative stamp/miniature sheet; and the
SBB clock stamp.
Tell (journal of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society) (E)
38(5) (Sept. 12) Money Orders by telegram (pt. 2 – see March 2010); disinfected mail due to foot &
mouth epidemic (3); link to download ‘Mirabaud & Reuterskiold; review of books on machine cancels by
Roberto di Casola and on MPOs by Giovanni Balimann; the ‘blue Icarus’ airmail issue.
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RÖLLI AUCTION NEWS

Rölli-Schar Ltd., one of our regular advertisers, have written to remind members that :
'In the 53rd Rölli-Auction we offer, once more, a wide selection of top quality international material. The
complete catalogues are now available on our website www.roelliphila.ch. You have the possibility to
search for lots. Participation at the auction is possible personally, by correspondence or live on the
internet. Hard copies of the catalogue are available on request and will be delivered in early January.
The illustrations above show two items in the auction.
A fabulous overnight rate at the Hotel Flora, www.flora-hotel.ch (Special rate for participants at the RölliAuction CHF 165.- for a double room) makes a personal trip to Lucerne even more attractive.
Please reserve the special date of January 31st to February 2nd 2013, the date of the 53rd Rölli-Auction,
in your diary. It would be great to have any members of the Helvetia Philatelic Society as active bidders.'
AT LAST! The retired Newsletter Editor, Peter Hobbs, has opened “The Old Oak Chest”. What are you
looking for? Stamps, covers, cards, perfins, coil stamps, postage dues, facsimilies, fakes, reference
books, catalogues, (Zumstein 1925), even a COMPARATEC ! Ring 01255 31 09 71 and ask Peter to see
if what you are looking for is there.
GUIDE TO THEMATICS
The British Thematic Association has published 'Introduction to Thematic Collecting' written by their Past
President Margaret Morris, available as a 32-page CD – ROM or as a printed version. They emphasise it
is aimed at the collector rather than the exhibitor.
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